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WELCOME & 
INTRODUCTION!
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AGENDA
• Introduction: academic writing can be hard to learn (and teach!)

• Learning Context 1 (Law Essay & Business Report)

• Learning Context 2 (HDR Research Abstracts/Summaries)

• Learning Context 3 (Critical Reflection)

• The rise of Generative AI

• Discussion

• Follow up with us to discuss next steps…
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AcaWriter now a UTS-wide tool 
May 2020 announcement to students:
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https://www.uts.edu.au/current-students/news/get-instant-feedback-your-academic-writing

https://www.uts.edu.au/current-students/news/get-instant-feedback-your-academic-writing


Academic Writing Analytics: a long-term R&D project in CIC
https://cic.uts.edu.au/tools/awa
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https://cic.uts.edu.au/tools/awa
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AcaWriter aims to help…

• Students need precise, timely feedback on academic writing 
to learn how to ‘make their thinking visible’

• Humanly impossible to provide that to all students, 24/7

• AcaWriter is a website providing instant formative feedback 
(not grading) on “rhetorical moves” in writing

• Two types of writing genres are supported

1. Analytical Writing 

e.g. Essay, Research Paper Introduction or Abstract

2. Reflective Writing 

e.g. Learning Journal, Reflective Essay, Project Review
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Rhetorical moves in analytical writing
A rhetorical move is “a discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a coherent 
communicative function in a written or spoken discourse” (Swales, 2004). 
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Rhetorical moves in analytical writing
A rhetorical move is “a discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a coherent 
communicative function in a written or spoken discourse” (Swales, 2004). 
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LEARNING CONTEXT 1

Law essay writing
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Law essay context – Feedback tuning
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Law essay – customising Tab 3 to your students and rubric



Student Writing Activity (a learning design pattern you can adopt/adapt)
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Accounting students – Tab 3 tuned to the assignment
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Accounting students – Tab 3 tuned to the assignment
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Promoting deeper 
engagement with the 
feedback:

As part of the assignment, 
annotate the PDF with what 
AcaWriter seemed to get 
right, and what it missed or 
got wrong

Impact evidence: 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3506860.3506912

(Later we’ll see the Canvas module 
that scaffolds this)

https://doi.org/10.1145/3506860.3506912


LEARNING CONTEXT 2 

HDR research writing
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Adapting AcaWriter 
to the “CARS” model

Create A Research Space



Example AcaWriter feedback on an abstract
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Embedding AcaWriter in an HDR activity
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Embedding AcaWriter in an HDR activity
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Embedding AcaWriter in an HDR activity



UTS module: Writing an Abstract (REShub Canvas module)
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https://canvas.uts.edu.au/courses/18124

Faculties have adapted this 
to their own subjects, as 
orientation for students to 
Abstract/Summary writing, 
prior to using AcaWriter

https://canvas.uts.edu.au/courses/18124


Interactive matching exercises to learn “the moves”
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Note: While this module focuses on Abstracts, since this uses all the Analytical moves, this module is relevant for many genres of 
analytical writing, and several faculties have dropped this Canvas module into their courses



LEARNING CONTEXT 3 

Reflective Writing
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Close work with IML Academic 
Learning & Literacy team

(Rosalie Goldsmith)



Different kinds of rhetorical moves

The key to automated annotations of the reflection



Tutor highlights* AWA highlights

*We thank Peter Jones from UTS to have provided us with his annotations of some student essays.



AcaWriter feedback on reflective writing
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Example student feedback
“It prompts you into developing those reflective ideas. ..you can only go so far on your own” 1

“It makes you think of things that you normally would disregard” 1

“because it (the feedback) was in front of me, I could see what I was thinking” 1

“Building self-confidence because it seems to provide “clarity” of your thoughts and reasoning” and “a 
better understanding of yourself “ 1

“makes you discover things not only about things that you’re doing but things about yourself that you really 
never thought of” 1

Utilising AW makes students more confident with writing submissions (pretest 3.2, posttest 3.7, p=0.05) 2

“Prompted me to follow through with the reflection to the last step of the process - I had written about my 
thoughts and feelings, discussed challenges, but had not followed through with reflecting on how this 
can lead to change” 3
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1 Lucas C, Buckingham Shum S, Liu M, Bebawy M. Implementing AcaWriter as a novel strategy to support pharmacy students’ reflective practice in scientific research. Am J Pharm Edu, 2021. https://doi.org/10.5688/ajpe8320
2 Lucas, C, Gibson, Buckingham Shum S. Pharmacy students’ utilization of an online tool for immediate formative feedback on reflective writing tasks. Am J Pharm Edu, 2019. https://doi.org/10.5688/ajpe6800
3 Gibson et al. 2017 Reflective writing analytics for actionable feedback. Proceedings of the LAK’17 Conference, Canada (Best Full Paper Award) https://dl.acm.org/doi/proceedings/10.1145/3027385

https://doi.org/10.5688/ajpe8320
https://doi.org/10.5688/ajpe6800
https://dl.acm.org/doi/proceedings/10.1145/3027385
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Promoting deeper engagement 
with the feedback:

As part of the assignment, reflect in Canvas 
on the feedback 

(a module for Reflective Writing you can 
drop into your course)
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SUMMARY:

3 WAYS OF ADAPTING ACAWRITER
VIA THE 3 TABS
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Levels of customisation for a 
specific subject and students
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AcaWriter comes loaded with several 
different ‘genres’ of writing.

But we can provide you with a 
template to help you think through 
what (if anything) you might change 
in AcaWriter’s feedback

There are different depths of 
adaptation possible — requiring 
different levels of effort from both you 
and the tech team

Tab 1 Tab 2

Tab 3



EDUCATOR 
RESOURCES
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AcaWriter Educators portal
https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/acawriter/educators
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https://www.uts.edu.au/research-and-teaching/teaching-and-research-integration/acawriter/educators


AcaWriter is just one 
example of automated 
feedback at UTS
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Check out the LX.lab resources 
to learn how UTS academics are using 
other kinds of automated feedback:

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2021/06/11/automated-feedback-looking-back-forward/

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2021/06/11/automated-feedback-looking-back-forward/


The dawn of 
Generative AI 
for writing…
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OpenAI has released a demo app called ChatGPT: 
sign up and play (for as long as it is freely available) 

https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/

https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/


ChatGPT is the first widely accessible app to demonstrate AI’s 
ability to synthesise text on many topics, via text chat



Using ChatGPT to analyse writing in terms of rhetorical moves



Using ChatGPT to analyse writing in terms of rhetorical moves



Using ChatGPT to draft writing
Please can you write a research abstract reporting the following: The existence of extraterrestrial life is an important topic. Nobody has hard evidence, until now. We have made 
contact with aliens and exchanged messages via Google Translate. They have warned us that Earth will not survive a 3 degrees rise in temperature.



…and seeing what 
AcaWriter thinks of 
ChatGPT’s writing…



…and seeing what 
AcaWriter thinks of 
ChatGPT’s writing…



Ethical
Engagement

Effective
Engagement

GenerativeAI@UTS: Effective Ethical Engagement

G
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https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2023/02/07/generative-ai-uts-engagement

For instance…

• Is it deepening learning 
or undermining it? 

• How do we play to its 
strengths and guard 
against its weaknesses? 

• Do we understand 
which prompts elicit the 
best responses? 

• Are you setting 
assignments that can’t 
be passed by an AI? 

• Does AI improve 
learning outcomes –
and are these the right 
outcomes?

For instance…

• Do students understand 
how to maintain their 
academic integrity with 
these new tools? 

• Do we all understand 
how the data has been 
sourced and cleaned? 

• Can students reflect 
more critically on 
ChatGPT in their 
contexts, than ChatGPT 
itself can? 

• Do assignments 
incentivise students’ 
critical engagement 
with AI?

https://lx.uts.edu.au/blog/2023/02/07/generative-ai-uts-engagement


Are our students capable of “Effective Ethical Engagement”?

Thinking by writing?

AI
Feedback

Reject/Adopt/Adapt
suggestions?



AI
Writing 

(ChatGPT)

Are our students capable of “Effective Ethical Engagement”?

Thinking by writing?

AI
Feedback 

(AcaWriter)

Reject/Adopt/Adapt
suggestions?
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This was just the 
conversation starter. 

We will support 1-1 to 
help you get going...

Enquiries:

cic@uts.edu.au



Play with AcaWriter
• Go to https://acawriter.uts.edu.au and login with your UTS ID.

• Create your own assignment using a genre type.

• If you have a sample text to try, paste it into the editor and click on 
Get Feedback. 

• Revise the text to see if it changes the feedback.
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https://acawriter.uts.edu.au/


https://acawriter.uts.edu.au
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AcaWriter: create a new document

https://acawriter.uts.edu.au/


https://acawriter.uts.edu.au
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AcaWriter: create a new document

https://acawriter.uts.edu.au/

